IP ADDRESS CLASS
IP Address First Octet Address Used for:
Class
Range
Class A

0-127

Unicast
(Very
Networks)

Large

Class B

128-191

Unicast (Medium to large
network)

Class C

192-223

Unicast (Small Network)

Class D

224-239

Multicast

Class E

240-255

Reserved

Class A Blocks
A class A address block was designed to support extremely large networks with more than 16 million host
addresses. Class A IPv4 addresses used a fixed /8 prefix with the first octet to indicate the network address. The
remaining three octets were used for host addresses.
The first bit of a Class A address is always 0. With that first bit a 0, the lowest number that can be represented is
00000000, decimal 0. The highest number that can be represented is 01111111, decimal 127. The numbers 0 and
127 are reserved and cannot be used as network addresses. Any address that starts with a value between 1 and
126 in the first octet is a Class A address.
No of Class A Network: 27
No. of Usable Host address per Network: 224-2 (Minus 2 because 2 addresses are reserved for network and
broadcast address)

Class B Blocks
Class B address space was designed to support the needs of moderate to large size networks with more than
65,000 hosts. A class B IP address used the two high-order octets to indicate the network address. The other two
octets specified host addresses. As with class A, address space for the remaining address classes needed to be
reserved.
The first two bits of the first octet of a Class B address are always 10. The remaining six bits may be populated
with either 1s or 0s. Therefore, the lowest number that can be represented with a Class B address is 10000000,
decimal 128. The highest number that can be represented is 10111111, decimal 191. Any address that starts with
a value in the range of 128 to 191 in the first octet is a Class B address.
No of Class B Network: 214
No. of Usable Host address per Network: 216-2

Class C Blocks:
The class C address space was the most commonly available of the historic address classes. This address space
was intended to provide addresses for small networks with a maximum of 254 hosts.
Class C address blocks used a /24 prefix. This meant that a class C network used only the last octet as host
addresses with the three high-order octets used to indicate the network address.
A Class C address begins with binary 110. Therefore, the lowest number that can be represented is 11000000,
decimal 192. The highest number that can be represented is 11011111, decimal 223. If an address contains a
number in the range of 192 to 223 in the first octet, it is a Class C address.
No of Class C Network: 221
No. of Usable Host address per Network: 28-2

Class D Blocks:
The Class D address class was created to enable multicasting in an IP address. A multicast address is a unique
network address that directs packets with that destination address to predefined groups of IP addresses.
Therefore, a single station can simultaneously transmit a single stream of data to multiple recipients.
The Class D address space, much like the other address spaces, is mathematically constrained. The first four bits
of a Class D address must be 1110. Therefore, the first octet range for Class D addresses is 11100000 to
11101111, or 224 to 239. An IP address that starts with a value in the range of 224 to 239 in the first octet is a
Class D address.

Class E Block:
A Class E address has been defined. However, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) reserves these
addresses for its own research. Therefore, no Class E addresses have been released for use in the Internet. The
first four bits of a Class E address are always set to 1s. Therefore, the first octet range for Class E addresses is
11110000 to 11111111, or 240 to 255.

Every IP address also has two parts. The first part identifies the network (Network ID)where the system is
connected and the second part identifies the system (Host ID).

Class A

Class B

Class C

Within the address range of each IPv4 network, we have three types of addresses:
Network address - The address by which we refer to the network
Broadcast address - A special address used to send data to all hosts in the network
Host addresses - The addresses assigned to the end devices in the network

Special Ipv4 addresses:
Default Route: we represent the IPv4 default route as 0.0.0.0. The default route is used as a "catch all" route
when a more specific route is not available. The use of this address also reserves all addresses in the 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 (0.0.0.0 /8) address block.
Network and Broadcast Addresses: As explained earlier, within each network the first and last addresses
cannot be assigned to hosts. These are the network address and the broadcast address, respectively.
Loopback: One such reserved address is the IPv4 loopback address 127.0.0.1. The loopback is a special address
that hosts use to direct traffic to themselves. Although only the single 127.0.0.1 address is used, addresses
127.0.0.0 to 127.255.255.255 are reserved. Any address within this block will loop back within the local host.
No address within this block should ever appear on any network.

Link-Local Addresses: IPv4 addresses in the address block 169.254.0.0 to 169.254.255.255 (169.254.0.0 /16)
are designated as link-local addresses. These addresses can be automatically assigned to the local host by the
operating system in environments where no IP configuration is available. These might be used in a small peer-topeer network or for a host that could not automatically obtain an address from a Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server.
TEST-NET Addresses : The address block 192.0.2.0 to 192.0.2.255 (192.0.2.0 /24) is set aside for teaching and
learning purposes. These addresses can be used in documentation and network examples
Network Prefixes: An important question is: How do we know how many bits represent the network portion
and how many bits represent the host portion? When we express an IPv4 network address, we add a prefix length
to the network address. The prefix length is the number of bits in the address that gives us the network portion.
For example, in 172.16.4.0 /24, the /24 is the prefix length - it tells us that the first 24 bits are the network
address. This leaves the remaining 8 bits, the last octet, as the host portion.

Private and Public IP addresses:
Public IP addresses:Public IP addresses are assigned by the InterNIC (Internet's Network Information Centre)
and consists of class based network Ids or blocks of CIDR based addresses (called CIDR blocks) that are
globally rout-able to the Internet and are unique.
Private IP address:An address that is used for internal networks. These addresses are not rout-able to the Internet.
The private address blocks are:
10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 (10.0.0.0 /8)
172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 (172.16.0.0 /12)
192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255 (192.168.0.0 /16)
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